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The book offers a rather lifeless presentation of the subject which it
embraces, for there is practically no reference to tissues while living. In these
days when so much of value and interest is known about tissues in the living
state it seems that the cell should be allowed to say something for itself before
it becomes a corpse. L. s. STONE.
PAVLOV AND His SCHOOL. By Y. P. Frolov. New York,
Cambridge University Press, 1937. xix + 291 pp. $4.
This book attempts to be two things; a biography of Ivan Pavlov and
a non-technical presentation of conditioned reflex principles and experiments.
It opens with an account of Sechenov, the predecessor of Pavlov, who, in
1876, anticipated the 20th century behavioristic movement in psychology,
and who was an important influence in extending mechanistic physiology to
higher levels of cerebral function. The writer next attempts to evaluate the
contributions of an objective study of behavior as developed by American
behaviorism and by the Pavlov school. The former is granted priority, but
is considered objectively descriptive rather than objectively analytical, a reac-
tion which is shared by those American psychologists who are attempting to
utilize conditioned reflex principles in explaining many forms of behavior.
After a brief account of the physiology and functional anatomy of the
brain, sometimes grossly inaccurate, the writer expounds the principles of
conditioned reflex physiology, alternating between laboratory experiments and
their application to total behavior. Dealt with are such topics~as the relation
between conditioned and "natural" reflexes, sensory analysis, irradiation, and
types of inhibition, etc. The later chapters deal with Pavlov's analysis of
sleep, of experimental neurosis, and of "temperament," the latter being based
upon an objective analysis of individual response-tendencies to various types
of conditioned reflexes, but unfortunately is couched in the terminology of
the humors-"choleric," "sanguine," "phlegmatic," etc. The last chapter,
perhaps the most interesting one, is a valuable biographical sketch of Pavlov's
personality, methods of work, and habits of thought.
The book fails where it had its best opportunity, in picturing the develop-
ments since the publication of Pavlov's Conditioned reflexes: an investigation
of the physiological activity of the cerebral cortex. The present preoccupa-
tions of Pavlov's co-workers are sketched too briefly and the reader is left in
doubt about the future. American workers and laboratories devoted to con-
ditioned reflex investigation are enumerated, but credited with no particular
successes; neither have certain serious criticisms made by American workers
been recognized nor are they allowed to influence the presentation of the
points in question. It is interesting that the names of Bechterew and Anrep
do not appear in the text. There are more than a dozen plates of which
about a half tell a story. T. C. RUCH.